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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a content-based approach for understanding handball videos. Tracked players are characterized
by their 2D trajectories in the court plane. The trajectories
and their interactions are used to model visual semantics,
i.e., the observed activity phases. To this end, hierarchical
parallel semi-Markov models (HPaSMMs) are computed in
order to take into account the temporal causalities of object motions. Players motions are characterized using velocity informations while their interactions are described by
the distances between trajectories. We have evaluated our
method on real video sequences, and have favorably compared with another method,i.e., hierarchical parallel hidden
Markov models (HPaHMMs).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Image Processing and
Computer Vision—Scene Analysis; I.5.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Pattern Recognition—Applications

Keywords
Sports videos, Computer vision, Semi-Markov models, Motion analysis, Pattern classification.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding human behavior and complex activities is of
an increasing interest in the computer vision field. It is
motivated by several applications in various domains such
that video surveillance, sports video indexing. . . In these
contexts, trajectories of mobile objects provided by tracking
systems may be exploited. These trajectories form a high
level description of dynamical contents in videos.
Several works have investigated the issue of exploiting mobile objects trajectories for video semantic analysis. Günsel
et al. proposed a video indexing framework based on the
analysis of “video objects” [2]. Their method relies on the
dynamics of the tracked objects and the interactions between
the corresponding trajectories. Based on these interactions,
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other methods were developed to handle video content understanding [17, 5, 15, 16]. However, no practical extensive
application of these methods has yet been reported.
Hence, in the sequel, we will concentrate on the analysis
of video trajectories in a particular context: sports videos,
and more specifically handball videos. Indeed, such activities are governed by rules and occur in a a priori known
closed space, providing a favorable experimentation field for
high-level video analysis methods [11].
Techniques relying on video trajectories have already been
proposed for sports video activity analysis [4, 21, 1, 10].
Pers̆e et al. proposed a basketball videos analysis method
[19] that first segments tracked players trajectories into three
different classes of basketball activities (offense, defense and
timeout) [19]. It relies on Gaussian mixtures and an EM algorithm trained on manually labeled sequences. Then, using
a partition of the court, a second step achieves a templatebased complex activity recognition of the offense trajectory
segments into three different classes.
We have also used players trajectories to reliably segment
squash videos into “rally” and “passive” phases [3]. Our
method involved a two-state semi-Markovian modeling of
players’trajectories characterized by invariant features in the
image plane. In this paper, we extend our semi-Markovian
modeling to express more complex activities and apply it
to handball videos. First, a representation of the trajectories of players belonging to a given team is designed. It
takes into account both dynamical and interaction information. Then, semi-Markovian models are developed to handle
complex video interpretation including eight different activity classes. Audio information is also considered to help the
interpretation and is integrated in the whole process.
In Section 2, we will describe the chosen representation that
takes into account the dynamics of the players, the interactions between their corresponding trajectories and the specific role of the goal-keeper. This representation is then modeled using a eight-state hierarchical parallel semi-Markovian
model (HPaSMM) which is used for handball video interpretation and presented in Section 3. This section also deals
with the audio data processing and presents another method
for comparison: the hierarchical parallel hidden Markov model
(HPaHMM). Section 4 describes the processed data. Then,
experiments and results are reported and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives information on computation
time.

2.

HANDBALL TEAM ACTIVITY
FEATURES

This paper presents a method to retrieve phases of activities
in handball videos. To this aim, motions (i.e., the trajectories) of the players of a single team, in the court plane,
are exploited. Input trajectories are presented in Section 4.
Figure 3 shows the entire set of computed trajectories in the
court plane.
The characterization of handball team activity phases is
based upon dynamics of the players and interactions between
players. Three main ideas led the choice of the considered
features:
- to concentrate interaction information within a limited
number of features,
- to exploit the specific role of the goalkeeper,
- to take into account the global dynamics of fielders
(i.e., any handball player except the goal keeper).
To handle these three issues, five features are computed at
each time instant t:
- the mean distance between the goalkeeper and the six
fielders dGF,t ,
- the mean distance between the six fielders dF,t ,
- the min, mean and max values of distance between
successive positions (i.e., the distance covered between
t − 1 et t) of the six fielders, denoted by dintramin,t ,
dintramean,t and dintramax,t .
Computed distances correspond to Euclidean distances between trajectories in the court plane. At time t, dGF,t and
dF,t help specifying the interactions between players of a
given team. The three last distances dintramin,t , dintramean,t
and dintramax,t give a global information, at every time instant t, on the dynamics of the fielders. Hence, characterizing team activity phases is achieved by five features:
dGF,t , dF,t , dintramin,t , dintramean,t , and dintramax,t .
The five features accounts both for the interactions between
handball players and their dynamics. The values dGF,t are
gathered in the vector DGF :
DGF = [dGF,1 , ..., dGF,n−1 , dGF,n ],
where n is the size of the processed trajectories. The same
holds for the other features.
To reduce computation time, a grouping procedure of the
feature values is performed. For the five considered feature
vectors DGF , DF , Dintramin , Dintramean and Dintramax ,
groups of kgroup consecutive values are formed. For each
of these groups, the mean values are computed and used
to construct five new feature vectors D̃GF , D̃F , D̃intramin ,
D̃intramean and D̃intramax (having sizes kgroup times smaller
than DGF , DF , Dintramin , Dintramean and Dintramax ).

3.

HPASMM MODELING OF
HANDBALL ACTIVITY PHASES

To model activity phases observed in handball videos, we
propose a hierarchical parallel semi-Markov model (HPaSMM).
The proposed modeling is based upon a two-level hierarchy.
In the lower layer, feature vectors are modeled using parallel hidden Markov models (PaHMMs, see [22]). These PaHMMs are used to characterize the states of the HPaSMM.

The states of the HPaSMM, denoted by Si , compose the upper layer of the modeling. Each of these states correspond
to one of the considered activity phases. Figure 1 contains
an illustration of the developed modeling.

3.1

Activity modeling using semi-Markovian
models

HPaSMM states Si describe the activity phases. Eight phases
of activity are considered, defined along with their numbering as follows:
- “slowly going into attack”: activity phase 1,
- “attack against set-up defense”: activity phase 2,
- “offense free-throw or timeout”: activity phase 3,
- “counterattack, fast break”: activity phase 4,
- “returning, preventing from fast break”: activity phase
5,
- “slowly returning in defense”: activity phase 6,
- “defense”: activity phase 7,
- “defense free-throw or timeout”: activity phase 8.
In the proposed HPaSMM, mixtures of Gaussian models
(GMMs) are used to model the duration of the activity
phases denoted by sdi . These GMMs are fitted using “forwardbackward” procedures. Initialization is performed using kmeans algorithm. The set of parameters involved in the
state duration models is denoted by ψ.

3.2

Feature modeling using PaHMMs

Features describing the dynamics of the trajectories and
the interactions between trajectories dGF,t , dF,t , dintramin,t ,
dintramean,t , and dintramax,t are used to characterize the
eight phases of activity Si . They are denoted, for each
activity phase Si , as diGC , diC , diintramin , diintramean , and
diintramax . For each state of the upper level, the five corresponding feature vectors are modeled using a five-layer
PaHMMs. The PaHMMs are here defined in a similar way
than those presented in [22], where conditional probabilities
B of observations are fitted by GMMs.
The set of trajectories extracted from the training videos is
used to find the set of PaHMMs parameters denoted by φ. φ
is composed of B, A0 (state transition matrix) and π (initial
state distribution) for each of the five considered features
and for each activity phase.

3.3

Training procedures and Viterbi algorithm
for activity phases retrieval

Suppose a upper level state sequence S containing R segments, i.e., R successive phases of activity. Each of these
activity phases is associated with a state Si . Let qr be
the time index of the end-point of the rth segment, the sequence of observations corresponding to segment r is given
by y(qr−1 +1,qr ] = yqr−1 +1 , . . . , yqr such that Sqr−1 +1 = . . . =
Sqr . A is the upper level HPaSMM state transition matrix,
computed using transitions between activity phases in the
training videos.
The entire set of parameters is finally given by θ = {A, φ, ψ}
and is estimated by a supervised learning stage. θ is then
used to perform temporal activity phases recognition using
a Viterbi algorithm.
The Viterbi algorithm gives the sequence of upper level HPaSMM states Ŝ maximizing the log-likelihood, i.e., such that

Figure 1: HPaSMM modeling of handball composed of eight upper level states Si . Each state corresponds to
a given phase of activity. A phase of activity is modeled by a five-layer PaHMM (one layer for each feature
vector) and by a GMM modeling state durations (sdi is the state duration associated to state Si ).
Ŝ = arg maxS log P (y, S|θ). The likelihood P (y, S|θ) is defined, for an observation sequence y and a sequence of upper
level state S, by:
P (y, S|θ)

=

R
Y

P (Sr |Sr−1 )
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×
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Y

P (sdi = qr − qr−1 |ψ; Sqr )

gorithm, the hypothesis is made that as soon as a referee
whistle is detected, the current activity phase is stopped and
another phase begins. This gives a partition of the observed
actions into successive segments Segk , where a segment is
bounded by two referee whistles. Each segment is decoded
separately by the Viterbi algorithm with the only hypothesis
that the first activity phase of a segment Segl+1 is different
from the last activity phase found for the previous segment
Segl .

r=1

×
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P (y(qr−1 +1,qr ] |φ; Sqr ).
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3.4

Integrating audio information: detection
of referee whistles

In order to facilitate the recognition of activity phases, we
take into account audio information. Indeed, audio data
contain important information to specify some phases as
given by referee whistles.
Whistle instances in the audio stream are found using two
softwares developed in our laboratory, Spro and Audioseg,
which are available online [7, 6]. Spro first produces the
description of the whistle request and of the processed audio stream contained in the handball video. This description is based upon cepstral coefficients of mel frequency [13]
computed in time intervals defined using a sliding window.
Then, Audioseg performs recognition of the request within
the audio stream [14]. It compares the coefficients of each
audio intervals using a Dynamic Time Warping procedure.
This information is simply integrated in the HPaSMM method by considering that each whistle corresponds to an
activity phase change. Hence, in the Viterbi decoding al-

3.5

Another method for comparison: hierarchical parallel hidden Markov models

Hierarchical parallel hidden Markov models (HPaHMMs)
have a similar architecture as the HPaSMMs previously defined. In contrast, HPaHMMs do not model specifically the
state duration. In a HPaHMM, the state duration follows a
simple geometric law given by:
d−1
p(di ) = aii
(1 − aii ),

where aii is the probability of staying in state Si from time
t to t + 1.
Hence, the training procedure of HPaHMM is very similar to
the HPaSMMs one except for matrix A. Indeed, HPaSMMs
training procedure computes A by searching the transitions
between activity phases only at times qr (the time index of
the end-point of the rth segment). For HPaHMMs training procedure, every time instant is considered to learn the
activity-phases transition matrix A. To recognize phases of
activity using a HPaHMM, a Viterbi algorithm is considered
again.

Figure 2: Three images corresponding to the same instant in three videos of the same handball action. The
two images on the left have been extracted from two bird-eye view videos.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL DATASET

To test the proposed method, we have exploited a set of trajectories of handball players belonging to a same team available in the database [8]. These trajectories were extracted
from two bird-eye view cameras, one above each half of the
court plane. A modified color-histogram-based condensation tracking procedure was used to extract the trajectories
from the video sequences [12, 20]. Database providers supervised the tracking procedure by correcting errors that may
have appeared during the process. An appropriate calibration step was introduced to map the image coordinates in
the court plane and to compensate for the observed radial
distortion. The providers obtained an error estimation on
players coordinates in the court between 0.3 and 0.5 m [18].
25 samples of trajectory data (one per frame) per second
are available. A Gaussian smoothing was finally applied to
reduce the tracking jitter while preserving the measurement
accuracy.
Figure 3.1 shows three images corresponding to one given
time instant of a handball match. Two images were extracted from videos acquired by bird-eye view cameras, the
third one from a video shot by a handheld camera. Figure 3
contains the entire set of trajectories of seven players of the
same handball team. They correspond to approximately ten
minutes of a handball game (14664 images).
The database also provides an annotation of the activity
(using different phases of activity). We used this annotation to construct the activity ground-truth based upon the
eight activity phases defined in Subsection 3.1. It allows us
to check that every whistle induces a change in the activity
phases.
We now describe the experiments carried out to test the
proposed HPaSMM and HPaHMM methods for trajectorybased handball activity recognition.
Let us first point out that the available set of trajectories
is rather small for training HPaSMM and HPaHMM. Indeed, these models would require more trajectories to be
completely and efficiently trained. Trajectories corresponding to several hours of videos of handball games would be
necessary to correctly handle diversity of content.
In the following, the sets of trajectories respectively used for
training and testing the proposed methods correspond to different periods of the ten minutes handball game. Hence, no
overlapping data were used for the training and the testing procedures. However, these training and testing sets of
trajectories correspond to sequences with showing the same
team in a same game (due to the lack of available trajecto-

ries), which is not ideal. It would be an add to test the proposed models on trajectories corresponding to other game
and other teams.

Figure 3: Set of available trajectories of seven players belonging to the same handball team (each trajectory, corresponding to a different player, is plotted in a given color and is extracted from a tenminutes video sequence).
In order to train the upper level state transition matrix A
and also the GMMs modeling the state duration, activity
observations from other video streams have been included.
Indeed, trajectories are not required to train this subset
of parameters so that manually recognizing activity phases
in other handball videos provides additional information in
term of transitions between activity phases and of durations
of activity phases. They have been extracted from 2008 Beijing Olympic Games handball final. The videos are available
online [9].
In the sequel, we will evaluate the performance of the method
as the ratio of correctly classified images (with respect to the
eight defined activity phases) and the total number of processed images. To this end, ground truth on the entire set of
trajectories is exploited. All the reported results have been
obtained with kgroup value set at 8.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

We first test the HPaSMM and HPaHMM methods without
considering audio information. A first part of the handball
players trajectories has been used for training the HPaSMM
and HPaHMM models. It includes 6370 images, i.e., more
than 4 minutes of video. The second part of the trajectory
set has been used for testing and comprises 8294 images,
i.e., little less than 6 minutes of video.

A rate of 76.1% correct recognition has been obtained using
the HPaSMM method. Results are plotted in figure 4 which
contains the ground truth and the obtained results. Using
the HPaHMM method, a rate of 72.7% has been reached.
It can be explained by the lack of trajectories for training.
4 minutes is not sufficient to efficiently train such models.
Moreover, most of the errors occur for the offense and defense free-throw or timeout activity phases.
To alleviate these shortcomings, we now exploit audio information contained in the audio stream. We first present the
results of referees whistle extraction. It corresponds to phase
changes and then it helps detecting free-throw or timeout.
We have conducted leave-one-out cross validation method,
which enables to consider more training data.

Figure 4: Plot of the recognition results obtained
by the HPaSMM method. The first part of the trajectory set (corresponding to 6370 images) is used
for training while the second part (corresponding to
8294 images) is kept for recognition test. Ground
truth is plotted in red while the recognition results
are plotted in blue. Numbers on the vertical axis
correspond to the numbering of activity phases described in Subsection 3.1. The horizontal axis denotes the numbering of the successive group of images (kgroup = 8).

5.1

Integrating audio data: referees whistle
detection

The method for detecting referees whistles detection supplied satisfying results. As shown on Figure 5, it correctly
detects 29 referees whistles among 31. The request was elaborated from a whistle extracted in another audio stream.
However, these results were obtained by manually choosing
the optimal detection threshold (drawn in red in Figure 5).
A completely automatic referees whistle detection would require a threshold selection procedure.

5.2

Integrating audio information for handball activity phases recognition

We can now use the referees whistles (29 referees whistles
were correctly detected in the ten-minutes audio stream) in
the HPaSMM and HPaHMM methods.

5.2.1

Leave-one-out cross validation method

Taking into account referees whistle was first considered to
help recognition of activity phases. It also facilitites a leaveone-out cross validation (LOOCV) test method. The set of
trajectory is “cut” into 30 segments (defined by the 29 detected whistles). Viterbi decoding of one segment may be

Figure 5: Plot of the referees whistle detection
results obtained on a ten-minutes handball audio
stream. The horizontal axis describes the time. The
distance between the successive sliding windows describing the audio stream and the whistle request is
plotted in blue, detection threshold is drawn in red.
Hence, a whistle instance is detected each time the
distance between the audio stream and the request
is below the choosen threshold. The 29 detected referees whistles are indicated in green, while the two
missed ones are in brown.
computed independently from the other segments, the only
information to integrate is that the first activity phase of a
segment Segk+1 must be different of the last activity phase
of the segment Segk . Hence, a LOOCV method has been exploited by decoding each segment independently while using
the 29 other segments for training HPaSMM and HPaHMM
models.
For each test segment, a set of 29 segments is used for training models. This procedure allows us to rely on more important training sets. Before processing a given segment, a
set of about 9 minutes long can be used to train the models.

5.2.2

Results using audio information and LOOCV
method for HPaSMM

Applying the LOOCV method to the 30 segments of video
trajectories, a performance of 89.8% correct activity recognition was obtained. Figure 6 contains the results. Recognition errors occur when processing events unobserved in the
other 29 training segments. It explains why segments corresponding to “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the court
center” events (indicated by light blue boxes in Figure 6) are
wrongly classified. These two events would require to extend
the activity classes (by defining two new upper level states
S9 and S10 ). However, these events are observed only once
in the processed ten minutes video, so that it was not possible to learn them. With a greater amount of trajectories,
these two events could have been modeled independently.
This stresses the importance of a sufficient set of training
data adapted to the proposed modeling.
Similarly, the event “Back in the court center” (after conceding a goal) is observed only twice in the ten-minutes video.
This activity phase would also require its own upper state.

Figure 6: Plot of the recognition results obtained by the HPaSMM method using the LOOCV procedure.
Ground truth is drawn in red while the recognition results are plotted in blue. Detected referees whistles are
indicated by dotted lines. Events “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the court center” are located by light
blue boxes. Numbers on the vertical axis correspond to activity phases numbering as described in Subsection
3.1. The horizontal axis denotes the numbering of the successive group of images (kgroup = 8).

Figure 7: Plot of the recognition results obtained by the HPaSMM method using the LOOCV procedure,
without considering the “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the court center” events. Ground truth is drawn
in red while the recognition results are plotted in blue. Detected referees whistles are indicated by dotted
lines. Numbers on the vertical axis correspond to activity phases numbering as described in Subsection 3.1.
The horizontal axis denotes the numbering of the successive group of images (kgroup = 8).

Again, it was not possible to efficiently model it so that we
resorted to the activity phases “defense free-throw or timeout” and “slowly going into attack” for the ground truth,
which depict similar motion content.
Figure 7 and Table 1 present recognition results obtained
with the HPaSMM after discarding the five segments corresponding to events “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the
court center” (segments indicated by light blue boxes in Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the recognition results obtained while
Table 1 contains, for each activity phase, the recognition results compared to the ground truth.
Recognition results of Figure 7 were obtained when omitting the “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the court center” events, i.e., by considering 87% of the whole ten-minutes
video, that is more than 8 minutes 30 seconds. Using HPaSMM,
a correct recognition rate of 92.2% has been obtained. Every activity phase has been correctly recovered, the 7.8% of
errors corresponding to time-lags only. Most of these timelags are one or two seconds long. The method thus supplies
a quite satisfying interpretation of the observed video.

Slowly going into attack
Attack against set-up defense
Offense free-throw or timeout
counterattack, fast break
Returning, preventing from fast break
Slowly returning in defense
Defense
Defense free-throw or timeout

Recognition
rate
68.1
92.4
87.1
95.6
88.6
93.6
100
81

#
images
728
3776
1056
1280
280
1112
3592
928

Table 1: Correct recognition rates (by comparing
to ground truth) obtained by the HPaSMM method
for the eight activity phases. Experiments were conducted with the LOOCV test method, without considering the “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the
court center” events. The number of images corresponding to each activity phase is also indicated
(ground truth).

5.3

Comparison with the HPaHMM method
using audio information and LOOCV

The use of referee whistles in the HPaHMM method is done
similarly as with the HPaSMM one. Hence, each segment
is decoded separately and the LOOCV test method defined
above is also considered when applying the HPaHMM method.
When processing the set of trajectories of about 8 minutes
and 30 seconds to test the HPaHMM method (still omitting
the “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball at the court center”
events), the correct recognition rate is 89.8%. It is lower
than the 92.2% correct recognition rate obtained with the
HPaSMM method.
For most of the 30 processed video segments, similar segmentations were obtained with the HPaHMM and the HPaSMM
methods. However, for some segments, the HPaHMM method provided a less accurate segmentation than the HPaSMM
method. This is illustrated in Figure 8 which presents the results obtained by both methods on the first segment of the
processed handball video. Indeed, for that segment, correctness rate is 60% for HPaHMM whereas the HPaSMM
method reaches a 89%. Let us recall that the recognition

rate is evaluated as the number of frames correctly classified.
These results show that modeling upper state durations is
of interest since the HPaSMM method obtains better results
than the HPaHMM one. First, this information enables to
reduce time shifts between the ground truth and the exctracted transitions between activity phases. Furthermore,
as shown on Figure 8, this information also helps avoiding
errors in the recognized activity phases that may occur with
the HPaHMM method.

Figure 8: Plot of the recognition results for the
first segment of the video. On the left, results obtained with the HPaSMM method. On the right,
results obtained with the HPaHMM method. For
both methods, ground truth is plotted in red and
obtained results are plotted in blue. Numbers on
the vertical axis correspond to activity phases numbering described in Subsection 3.1. The horizontal
axis denotes the numbering of the successive group
of images (kgroup = 8).

6.

COMPUTATION TIME

We now give information on the computation time corresponding to the conducted experiments. We used a Intel
Pentium Centrino 1.86 GHz processor. kgroup was set to
8 (see Section 2). We applied the LOOCV test procedure
with a set of trajectories corresponding to 8 minutes and 30
seconds (still omiting the “7-meter throw” and “Jump ball
at the court center” events).
The computation time required to train a HPaSMM model
was about 3 seconds. Computation time for the recognition stage applied to one segment (about 35 seconds long) is
about 10 seconds. Hence, the overall process took 2 minutes
and 20 seconds. The HPaHMM computation time is a little
lower than the HPaSMM one.
Referees whistles detection allows us to decode each segment
independently. It is possible to decode a segment as soon as
it ends. As soon as a whistle is blown, about ten seconds
(depending on the size of the processed segment) are necessary to recognize the activity phases in the last segment.
Handling audio information helps having a nearly real-time
processing of the trajectories.

7.

CONCLUSION

We have described an original HPaSMM framework and its
application to processing trajectories extracted from videos.
Trajectories of handball players belonging to a given team
and reconstructed in the court plane are used for activity
phases recognition. A specific representation taking into account both dynamics and interaction information has been
proposed. The developed HPaSMM method has been tested
on a set of trajectories corresponding to 10 minutes of a
handball game and gave satisfying results. Extensions to

more complex model architectures could be handled with
larger sets of trajectories. Application of this HPaSMM
framework to other team sports may also easily be investigated.
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